This pot was found at an archaeological site in Red Wing, Minnesota and dates to 1200 CE! Native American potters often decorated their pots. Archaeologists study the designs to understand more about the cultures of the people who made them.
Native Americans in Minnesota have been making pottery for more than 2,000 years! Many pieces of pottery had elaborate decorations that related to their culture. How would you decorate your pottery?
Native American people usually made projectile points (arrowheads, spearheads) out of stone. What differences do you notice about the sizes and shapes of these projectile points? The sizes and shapes of stone tools help archaeologists understand when they were made and how they were used.
These pieces of pottery were found at an archaeological site in Red Wing, Minnesota and date to 1200 CE! Native American potters often decorated their pots. Archaeologists study the designs to understand more about the cultures of the people who made them.
Native Americans have been growing crops for thousands of years in Minnesota. Plant remains collected at archaeological sites show that they grew maize (corn), squash, sunflowers, and other plants.